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Subject: Under-Frequency Trip Settings for Distributed Generation Systems

Background:

The Interconnection Tariffs for Massachusetts (M.D.P.U. No. 1320, Section 4.2.3.2.1b) & Rhode Island

(R.I.P.U.C. NO. 2163, Section 4.1.3 Frequency) recommends that the following table be followed for

interconnection system response to abnormal frequency clearing times. These settings are needed to ensure

system stability – During an under-frequency event across the system, the PV must ride through the fault, rather

than tripping off and further affecting system stability. Clearing time is considered as the time that it takes the

relay to initiate a trip plus the breaker operating time.

From IEEE 1547-2003 standards:

Table 2 – Interconnection system response to abnormal frequencies
DR size Frequency range (Hz) Clearing time (s)a

≤30 kW 
> 60.5 0.16
< 59.3 0.16

> 30 kW

> 60.5 0.16
< {59.8 - 57.0} (adjustable

set-point)
Adjustable 0.16 to 300

< 57.0 0.16

a DR ≤30 kW, maximum clearing times; DR > 30 kW, default clearing times

Requirements:

30kW (AC) or below (aggregate generation):

<59.3 Hz with a clearing time of 0.16 is acceptable for the under-frequency set point. Since this matches the default

settings for any UL1741-“LISTED” inverter, no additional documentation is needed. If the device is not UL1741 listed, the

Customer shall provide documentation of the above set points for review.

Above 30kW (AC) (aggregate generation):

UL1741 “LISTED” inverters and any other generation types are required to provide confirmation of settings from

above table. This means if multiple string inverters less than 30kW are used for a site that aggregates greater

than 30 kW, the appropriate settings from the table should be loaded in the inverters for UL 1741 testing.

The under-frequency settings must be adjusted to be on or below the NPCC (Northeast Power Coordinating Council)

curve shown below:
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NPCC Curve: Figure 1 NPCC A-03 Curve
To review complete documentation Ctrl+Click on link: FERC_PRC-006-1_NPCC-1_undervoltage_load_shedding.pdf

Acceptable: Table within the commissioning memo showing the adjusted inverter settings that

are on or below the NPCC curve.

NOT acceptable: “59.3Hz at 0.16 sec” (above curve), “57-59Hz at 0.16 sec” (do not provide a range

of values, we need the specific settings)

Example 1: Example 2:

81U
UNDER-FREQUENCY

RELAY

STEP 1: PICKUP 57 HERTZ, TIME

DELAY 10 CYCLES
81U

57.0

Hz

0.16 SEC (10 CYCLE)

DELAY

STEP 2: PICKUP 58.5 HERTZ, TIME

DELAY 6,000 CYCLES

59.0

Hz

300 SEC (18,000

CYCLE) DELAY

81O
OVER-FREQUENCY

RELAY

PICKUP 60.5 HERTZ, TIME DELAY

10 CYCLES
81O

60.5

Hz

0.16 SEC (10 CYCLE)

DELAY

*Times listed are total clear (should include breaker/interrupter time, detection time, etc.)

http://www.nerc.com/pa/stand/pages/project-2008-02-undervoltage-load-shedding.aspx
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1. The under frequency setting points shall comply with the NPCC standard for setting under
frequency trip protection on DR1 larger than 30kW. Per the NPCC A-03 curve, if the setting falls
above the curve, there must be an equivalent amount of load shed when tripped, which in this
case cannot be done and therefore the 81 under frequency must be set below the curve.

Per NPCC Document A-03 Exhibit 4.9 page 5: “Generators should not be tripped for

under-frequency conditions in the area above the curve in Figure 1.”

2. After an Area EPS disturbance, the DR shall cease to energize the Area EPS within the allowed
time frames in the tables above or within two seconds of the formation of an island. No DR1
reconnection shall take place until the Area EPS voltage is within Range B of ANSI C84.1-1995,
Table 1, and frequency range of 59.3 Hz to 60.5 Hz. The DR interconnection system shall include
an adjustable delay or a fixed reconnection delay set to five minutes after the Area EPS steady-
state voltage and frequency are restored to the ranges identified above (in accordance with
IEEE1547 section 4.2.6).

The customer shall verify the specific frequency limits and clearing times that will be used in accordance with the
aforementioned requirements.
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